Honeywell First Responders is proud to offer for the convenience of all our Morning Pride Structural and Proximity fire helmet customers, this new line of replacement suspensions and components, designed to be used on any Morning Pride brand, structural or proximity helmet that was certified to the following editions of NFPA 1971: 2013 Edition; 2007 Edition; 2000 Edition.

Regardless of the original configuration of the straps/components in the helmet(s) you are working on, you must strictly adhere to these instructions to remove the old suspension/straps, and install the new components. Varying from these instructions could compromise the safety of your protective helmet.

These instructions are not to be used with suspension and strap kits made prior to JUNE 2014
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING.

If possible, also visit our YouTube Channel (HONEYWELLSavesLives) and watch “How To Adjust Suspensions”.

(A) Locate the 8-Tabs around the suspension mounting ring at 12:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 9:00 and 10:00. (B) Insert a dime as shown between the tab and ring. Use your thumb to push the top edge of the dime toward the outer edge of the brim to pop each tab. Remove entire suspension and all straps. Remove the earflaps by slipping the white tabbing material off the suspension tabs and save the earflaps (C) Rotate all 4 old diagonal Straps as shown.

(D) Slide round end of old suspension tabs through headband posts. (E) Slide square end of new diagonal straps through headband posts. (F) Position headband T-Bar at the #4 standard notch and rotate tab as shown. (G) Install Elastic strap tab at 12:00, push to click, leave rear tab loose to install last. (H) Install both ends of side-to-side strap at 3:00 & 9:00, push to click.

(I) Position earflaps with the white tabbing over suspension tabs. (J) Install headband tabs at 2:00, 4:00, 8:00 and 10:00. Make sure white tabbing is not between tabs and ring, push to click. (K) Be sure to install rear tab of the elastic strap, feed it between white tabbing and earlap, insert at 6:00 on ring, push to snap. **** DISCARD ALL OLD STRAPS AND COMPONENTS ****